
QUALITY PRODUCTS TO SERVE YOUR FOOD SERVICE NEEDS

BK RESOURCES BK-RESOURCES.COM

BK resources offers stainless steel equipment solutions. Underbar, sinks, shelving, dish tables, grease interceptions, 
refrigeration, stainless steel tables, casters, and fabricator products: stocked in Miami.

CHURCHILL CHINA CHURCHILL1795.COM
As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of high quality ceramic tableware, Churchill has a long history of 
bringing the highest quality products to the hospitality industry. Churchill prides itself on delivering innovative, high 
performance products to an ever changing global market place. Our priority lies with the offering of a total tabletop 
solution to a market which demands the best results from its tableware.

COSTA NOVA COSTANOVA.PT
Costa Nova products are spread across several countries around the world in some of the best hotels and restaurants. 
The unique characteristics of stoneware, combined with the refined product design, makes our brand a reference in the 
hospitality industry.

CDN CDNW.COM

CDN offers thermometers, timers & scales. The right instrument to help streamline your food service operations.

CRESTWARE CRESTWARE.COM

Full line of smallwares, stocked in miami: offering cookware, food containers, steam table pans, tabletop,
textiles, sanitation, bus boxes, & much more.

DOUGHXPRESS

Leading manufacturer of: Pizza Presses, Tortilla Presses, Dough Sheeters, Conveyor toasters, Dough Dividers, Dough 
Divider/Rounders Combo, and more.

ELITE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS EGSFOODSERVICE.COM

Elite Global solutions is recognized as a world-class leader of premium melamine products.  Elite’s desire is to cultivate
the kind of creativity that can impart visual and culinary solutions for all customers.

EQUIPEX EQUIPEX.COM

Equipex offers panini grills, griddles, induction cookers & warmers, toaster & finishing ovens, hot food
displays, crepes & waffle makers, fryers, gyro grills, hot dog machines, rotisseries, and smokers. Solutions to food service 
challenges in the market place.

FRIELING FRIELING.COM

Frieling offers coffee & tea products, cookware, bakeware, insulated servers, salt/pepper mills- fresh
solutions to existing issues.

HOSPITALITY BRANDS HOSPITALITYBRANDSUSA.COM

Hospitality Brands offers the complete solution for glassware, barware, and creative table products to the hospitality industry.  
Brands include: nude, pasabahce, uber bar tools, utopia tableware, strahl, sahm, and forum.

MIKASA HOSPITALITY MIKASAHOSPITALITY.COM

Mikasa Hospitality offers a full Tabletop product assortment designed and manufactured to the exacting specifications of 
the food service industry. Chinaware, Melamine, Glassware, flatware, and more.

MATFER BOURGREAT INC. MATFERBOURGEATUSA.COM

Matfer Bourgeat manufacturers the highest quality of kitchen utensils and equipment. International standard in pastry, 
bakery and restaurant supplies. Bakeware, chocolate, kitchen tools. Slicing, cookware and appliances.

RISCH HRISCH.COM

H. Risch manufactures highest quality menu covers and tabletop accessories. customize your menu covers- made in usa.

SPILL STOP SPILL-STOP.COM
Manufacturers of high quality bar products including plastic & metal pourers, control pourers, bar rail mats, bar aide caddies, cocktail 
shakers, cocktail strainers, ice scoops & bottle speed rails, corkscrews, bar shelf liners, and much more.

VERTEX CHINA VERTEXCHINA.COM

Company offers an array of durable dinnerware and accessories to suite any commercial establishment. From white
tablecloth dining rooms to casual bistro cafes- Vertex china company has it all.



FURNITURE LINES REPRESENTED BY EISNER ROSE ASSOCIATES

contact location direct # email

Jonathan Eisner Lake Worth,
Florida 33463 954-592-3847 jonathan@eisnerrose.com

Scot Rose Boca Raton,
Florida 33431 954-655-5544 scot@eisnerrose.com

Lisa Eisner
General Manager

Lake Worth,
Florida 33463 954-806-7591 lisa@eisnerrose.com

Showroom by Appointment
2830 State Road 84 #108 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

visit us on the web at eisnerrose.com

EMU EMUAMERICAS.COM

EMU americas offers a wide variety of outdoor chairs, tables, and lounge items which provide comfort, 
relaxation, and enhance the ambiance of any setting. Seating with style.

BFM SEATING BFMSEATING.COM

BFM seating offers interior & exterior furniture suited for the hospitality and design industries. Out-
door furniture, outdoor sectionals, industrial seating, steel seating, shell seating, wood seating, and 
indoor tables & bases.

MIDWEST FOLDING PRODUCTS MIDWESTFOLDING.COM

Midwest offers the best selection of folding tables, risers, and table caddies. Heavy duty plywood banquet 
tables & lightweight hexalite folding tables. Also, meeting room & seminar tables, portable & mobile stag-
es.

TUUCI TUUCI.COM

TUUCI creates the most innovative, unique and stylish shade platforms in the industry. Umbrellas, 
cabanas, lounges, hammocks, and all types of shade sculptures. made in Miami.


